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impression. This, again, creates a very rich
scheme that can be converted into statistical
observations that are ready to be analyzed. 

KT: How will candidates utilize the app?
Salloum: Every candidate knows that

operative tasks on Election Day are hard and
time consuming. WhatsApp messages and
phone calls are nonstop. The control team,
which ensures delivery of guaranteed votes,
is always frustrated with manual validations,
sorting and the continuous manual communi-
cation with campaign members inside the
electoral committees.

Here comes Dhammin to make this
process way easier. Every campaign member
assigned to be present at an electoral com-
mittee uses the platform’s smart device app
to change the status of a voter. For example,
when voter X comes to a committee to vote,
the campaign member assigned to that com-
mittee sets the status of X as voted. That’s it!

The platform now spreads information to
everything related to voter X. For example,

the campaign member who has X as a guar-
antee will immediately be notified that X has
voted, and will send him/her a thank you
message. It is no longer the control team’s
job to ensure every guaranteed voter has
voted. Their task now is to ensure that every
campaign member is delivering what they
have guaranteed. This way, stress is distrib-
uted and Dhammin integrates all efforts to
achieve a single goal - winning the election.

Tallying of votes is not less important.
When voting stations close, tallying begins
manually on a whiteboard at every electoral
committee. The control team usually receives
final results of a committee’s tally at the end
of the sorting process. However, Dhammin
makes tallying available live to the control
team. A campaign member in a committee
uses the platform’s app to insert a candidate’s
vote immediately without waiting for the final
tally result. Corrections are made if the final
tally is different than the platform’s.
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LinkedIn are mandatory for a candidate to
win an election. With Dhammin, a candidate
can set up a website of his brand with a click
of a button. The website will show his
resume, values, goals and vision, in addition
to his social media links.

However, this is not the only purpose. The
website has the option to enable showing the
campaign’s analytical information of the vot-

ing district, like the percentage of people
who voted, male-female ratio, ranks of candi-
dates, etc. Moreover, the website has a sign-
up form for those who would like to join the
candidate’s campaign as members. Once they
sign up, they’ll be able to use Dhammin smart
device apps and contribute to the platform’s
guarantees and social events components.

KT: What is the guarantees component?
Salloum: Campaign administrators can

create accounts - with different privileges -
for campaign members, or allow potential
members to sign up for accounts that are
created automatically through the sign-up
form on the candidate’s website. Members
are given the chance to search through a
very large list of voters based on first name,
last name, gender, age, residence area and
residence block. Once a member finds voters
that they have a direct relationship with - say
family members or friends - and are willing
to vote for the campaign’s candidate, they
classify them as guaranteed by adding them
to their guarantees list. Every one of these
guaranteed voters is given a voting error
ratio, like “What is the percentage of having
this person not voting for the campaign’s
candidate?”

Members have continuous access to their
lists to update the error ratios and informa-
tion of their guarantees, and to communicate
with them using template messages to ensure
a good candidate-voter relationship.

Members also have the privilege to create
a list of electoral keys. An electoral key is a
person who has an influence on one or more
vote(s) within the campaign’s district - how-
ever, he/she is not a campaign member but is
in a good relationship with a current member.
Once a member creates electoral key
accounts, the electoral keys receive a direct
unique website link for their personal use to
add their guarantees, just like a member.

Imagine a campaign with a hundred mem-
bers, each with a list of tens of guarantees
and a list of tens of electoral keys, each with
another list of tens of other guarantees! This
will definitely create a very rich scheme that
can be converted into statistical observations
that are ready to be analyzed.

KT: How does the social events compo-
nent work in the platform?

Salloum: One of the candidate’s mandato-
ry methods to expand their reach is to mostly
attend all social events within the district.
This includes weekly diwaniyas, weddings,
funerals and other related events. The candi-
date’s challenge is to be aware of those
events, their date, time and location.
Dhammin takes care of that.

The platform allows campaign members

to suggest events by filling up a form with all
the information required, such as location,
date and time, organizer’s contact name and
phone, etc. Other members - with higher
privileges - verify the importance of the
suggested events, and either disregard or
accept them.

Accepted events are scheduled and pro-
filed with all the required information in a
way that makes it easier for the campaign’s
social team to arrange event visits. Events
are then given a feedback rate. The rate
shows if a visit has delivered the required
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